TO BLOCK REPS:

This month brings many changes for your various lists:

a. Area and Block Representatives April 27, 1972

- Area #2--Pat Langmead (2513 Fauquier Lane, 437-3754) has graciously agreed to replace Maureen Weimer as Area Rep, as of July 1, 1972. Maureen felt that she would be unable to continue giving proper time and attention to the people of Area #2, because of her accelerated duties on the RHOPA Pools Committee. Both Pat and Maureen will continue to serve as Block Reps for their respective neighborhoods. Thank you, Maureen, for helping to launch the efforts of this committee. We all wish you success with the swimming program. Thank you, Pat, for helping us to carry on.
- Area #3--Gretchen Jerlstrom (2344 Paddock Lane, 437-5375) is the Block Rep for sixteen families on Paddock Lane. Her name was inadvertently omitted from the list.
- Area #4--Paul Rasmussen's address is really 2364 Old Trail Drive.
- Area #6--Another Block Rep's name was omitted. She is Audrey Gunning (2609 Soapstone Drive, 437-9515). My apologies to Gretchen and Audrey.

b. Directory of Reston Organizations May 19, 1972

- Page 2--Country Courts Cluster Association has elected as president:
  Dick Everitt
  12102 Quorn Lane
  437-0351
- Page 5--The person to contact about the Reston Stables is now:
  Betty Hennig
  2360 Paddock Lane
  437-9027
  The phone number at the stable is still 471-7080.
- Page 3--Maureen Weimer's name is misspelled ( H W Pool Rep).
- Page 6--The phone number for the RHOPA Administrative Offices has been changed to 437-9580.

NOTES:

- Due to the weather, the pool party set for June 24, 1972 has been rescheduled for July 22, 1972, at the Glade Pool, 9:00pm-12:00pm. All Reston adults and teens are invited; and thanks to Ed Berger, there will be a free keg of beer for the adults. Come, bring your favorite snack and/or liquid refreshment (NO GLASS CONTAINERS), and bring a neighbor.
- I will be away during the first two weeks of July. In my absence, please direct any committee matters to Judy Hines, 471-1158.
- Please deliver the RHOPA Record to your neighbors' doors. The RHOPA office has received at least one complaint concerning illegal use of mailboxes. Also, although your kids may be disappointed, I think it is a good idea to personally deliver the RHOPA Record at least every other month. Remember, person-to-person contact is an invaluable aid to communication; and, after all, communication is what we are all about.

Beverley Sharp, Chairwoman
RHOPA-HWVC-Communications Committee